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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS

The is an industry sponsored study, wherein the authors evaluate a new feature on the Olympus endoscope, the TXI. The aim of the study is to evaluate the effect of TXI on colorectal lesions, versus the conventional modes on the endoscope, such as WLI, NBI and CE. This is a retrospective single center study enrolling around 60 patients. The results suggest that TXI is superior to WLI and CE for most assessed outcomes and inferior to NBI. Though this is a necessary study with the results having widespread implications, as Olympus unveils its new technology worldwide, the quality of the manuscript requires some improvement. The following are the suggested changes that can be made to the manuscript prior to consideration for publication: 1) Firstly, the study should state clearly its aim - that the results only apply to Tubular Adenomas, as that is the only type of lesion that was evaluated by the different modalities and therefore the results of this study cannot be generalized to other colorectal lesions, such as cancer or other polyp histologies. 2) Authors state there is only one clinical study for TXI by Ishikawa et. al, however there exists another namely "Visibility of early gastric cancer in texture and color enhancement imaging" by Seiichiro Abe et al. Furthermore, a Clinical trial is currently ongoing in Adelaide, Australia for colon polyps in which WLI is compared to TXI. 3) The authors are advised to expand on the methods section of this paper to include more detail of the experimental process. For instances, Authors should outline more clearly the process of colonoscopy where these polyps were imaged. They state that images for different modality were taken within 15s of each other. However, when was CE done? was it the last modality? because the dye used for CE may unfairly enhance other modalities of imaging, such as NBI, if the CE was done prior to the NBI. 4)
The number of patients enrolled in the study should also be mentioned in the methods section (currently only mentioned in the results section), and it should be clearly stated that only one polyp per patient was examined. 5) Authors also mention that patients who underwent polypectomy were excluded. Please elaborate on this. Are we referring to hot snare polypectomy or polyps of a particular size? and please explain the reason to exclude such patients. 6) The authors define the size, morphology and location of the adenomas - were these consistent with and representative of the general population? If not, then these results cannot be generalized to the entire population. It is recommended to add the statistics of the polyp characteristics of Japan in order to compare with your center. 7) What is aspirational endoscopist in the introduction section? 8) What is the retinex theory? please define this in layman's term for the intended audience of the paper 9) "A8 was used for WLI for enhanced structure level" - please elaborate further on what "A8" is, and what is being conveyed here to the non-technical audience of the journal 10) Add Olympus, JNET and NBI to key words I am unable to see the reference list in this manuscript.